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Multi-Level Supply-Modulated Chireix Outphasing
with Continuous Input Modulation
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Abstract—This work presents a dynamic characterization of
a multi-level Chireix outphasing (ML-CO) power amplifier (PA)
with modulated signals. The ML-CO technique combines the
advantages of envelope tracking and outphasing architectures
by limiting the supply modulation to discrete levels with an
efficient power-DAC modulator and using outphasing for fine
amplitude control. We describe an experimental test bench that
supplies the required phase- and time-aligned modulated signals
for outphasing and supply modulation simultaneously. Pulsed
characterization is used to design a multi-level memory-less
polynomial DPD. The linearized ML-CO GaN X-band MMIC PA
is demonstrated with fixed input drive levels for 9.3-dB PAPR,
1.4-MHz and 11.3-dB PAPR, 10-MHz LTE signals with a 9.7 GHz
carrier. For both signals, the average total power consumption is
reduced by a factor of two when supply modulation is used. An
investigation of control signal generation strategies is presented,
including combinations of discrete supply and continuous input
modulation. A simple exponential function tracks the optimal
efficiency trajectory of the ML-CO PA, enabling overall efficiency
improvements within 9 and 27 percentage points. This control
strategy is applied to radar pulses with amplitude shaping and
frequency chirp, with efficiency improvement of up to 11.8
percentage points compared to constant-supply operation, with
29 dB improvement in spectral confinement.

Index Terms—Power amplifiers, high efficiency, outphasing,
Chireix, supply modulation, LTE, radar signals.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS continue to move
towards signals with higher peak-to-average power ratio

(PAPR), it is increasingly important for power amplifiers (PAs)
to have high efficiency over a wide dynamic range. Efficiency
enhancement techniques such as Doherty [1]–[5], envelope
tracking (ET) [6]–[8] and outphasing [9]–[11] have been
developed to extend efficient operation into back-off. Individ-
ually, however, these techniques may not provide sufficient
back-off efficiency for communications signals, especially at
high frequencies. The power range over which a PA operates
efficiently can be extended by combining multiple efficiency
enhancement techniques, whether of the same type as in multi-
way Doherty [3]–[5] and multi-way outphasing [10], [11], or
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Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the ML-CO system. This technique uses a
multi-level converter (i.e. power-DAC) to modulate a Chireix outphasing PA
[12]. Input power is varied to enhance PA efficiency for every supply voltage
level.

by combining Doherty and outphasing techniques with supply
modulation.

Supply modulation extends the dynamic range of a PA by
reducing the drain voltage when low output power is needed,
and is most commonly implemented as continuous envelope
tracking, e.g. [6]. The supply modulator efficiency degrades
with increased signal bandwidth, limiting the total transmit-
ter efficiency. This is exacerbated by the 5-10× bandwidth
expansion of the envelope tracking signal, making continuous
tracking effective for narrowband signals only. Techniques that
reduce the required supply modulation bandwidth [7], [8],
[13], [14] result in reduced linearity.

An alternative to continuous envelope tracking is to switch
between discrete dc supply levels, which is another type of
supply modulator bandwidth reduction approach. By limiting
the supply modulation to coarse amplitude control, e.g. with
an efficient power-DAC [15], the envelope tracker can be
improved compared to a linear tracker. In this approach, a
secondary method is used for fine amplitude control between
the levels provided by supply modulation. Multi-level discrete
supply modulation has been applied to single-ended PAs [16],
dynamically load modulated PAs [17], gate modulation [18],
and outphasing PAs with isolating power combiners [19], [20].

In this work, we use discrete supply modulation in combina-
tion with Chireix outphasing to extend the efficient operating
range of an X-band MMIC PA. A simplified block diagram
of the multi-level Chireix outphasing (ML-CO) architecture
is shown in Fig. 1. Compared to multi-level techniques em-
ploying a Wilkinson (isolating) power combiner [19], [20], the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Block diagram of the characterization setup based on two NI VSTs (=VSG+VSA) and an hybrid 8-level supply modulator (power-DAC). The
PA input signals, S1(t) and S2(t), are generated by the VSGs while the output SOUT (t) is sampled by a VSA. Drain voltage, VD(t), and current, ID(t),
are sensed by a synchronized oscilloscope. External upconversion and downconversion stages are used to modulate S1(t), S2(t) and SOUT (t) at 9.7 GHz.
(b) Schematic of the 3-bit power-DAC; three half-bridges are stacked and controlled by three bit, bi, and their complementary, b̄i. Eight voltage levels are
generated at the output, VDl, which is connected to the drain of the PA.

fine-amplitude control efficiency is higher due to the lack of
an isolation resistor in the power combining network. ML-CO
PAs have previously been demonstrated for CW measurements
in [12] and [21]. In the ML-CO architecture, nonlinearities
are produced in the load-modulation and envelope modulation
paths, and the time alignment between the phase and amplitude
control paths is critical to reduce memory effects.

In [22], we demonstrated modulated signals with this ar-
chitecture for the first time. The experimental demonstration
showed proof of concept for 10-MHz LTE signals based
on a combination of discrete-level supply modulation and
constant-amplitude, phase-modulated inputs to the outphasing
PA. Here we extend [22] with a detailed investigation of
input signal generation and control strategies. A limitation of
conventional outphasing with constant-amplitude drive is the
gain degradation that occurs at low power levels [23]–[25],
which is further degraded with supply modulation, affecting
linearity and PAE. Drive amplitude modulation is introduced
in this work to improve transmitter performance. The PA is
characterized under multiple control strategies, resulting in
a shaping function for amplitude control of the ML-CO PA
which demonstrates efficiency and linearity improvements for
amplitude-modulated chirped radar pulses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the ML-CO system and test bench
used to validate the approach, including details of baseband
signal generation and characterization of the PA using a
pulse sequence and a preliminary validation with broadband
LTE signals. Section III introduces the four control strategies
considered in this work, with a comparison of efficiency, com-
plexity, and linearity, and details of the proposed exponential
mapping function for continuous input modulation. In Section
IV, the control strategy is applied to radar signals, for which
amplitude shaping is used to reduce spectral occupancy.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

A detailed block diagram of the ML-CO architecture is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The PA MMIC is fabricated in Qorvo’s
0.15-µm GaN-on-SiC process and designed to operate in class
F with 37 dBm (5 W) CW output power at 9.7 GHz [26].
The breakdown voltage of this process is 50 V and the PA
MMIC is designed for a nominal supply voltage of 20 V, with
a drain current of 10 mA for a fixed gate bias voltage at
pinch-off VGS,TH = −3.5 V. The Chireix power combiner
performs both fundamental matching and phase-dependent
load modulation [12]. The CO PA has been designed to be
supply modulated with no need of external stability capacitors
and only a 20-pF Metal-Insulator-Metal capacitor is present
on the MMIC.

The GaN MMIC is mounted on a CuMo fixture and
accessed by 50-Ω microstrip lines on alumina. The fixture
is hosted on an external mounting board implemented on a
low-loss Roger TMM10i substrate which provides transitions
to SMA connectors, gate and drain bias pads. The supply
modulator is directly connected to the PA board and a bond-
wire is employed as an air-bridge to connect the drains of the
two PAs on the MMIC.

The hybrid multilevel discrete supply modulator is based
on a 3-bit power-DAC architecture (see Fig. 2(b)) that has
been demonstrated to effectively modulate an L-band hybrid
LDMOS PA with high-PAPR communication signals [15] and
an X-band GaN MMIC PA driven with arbitrary pulses for
radar applications [27]. This supply modulator implements
the binary summation of three isolated input voltage sources
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VDC1 = 11.2 V, VDC2 = 5.6 V and VDC3 = 3.2 V to generate
L = 23 − 1 (one level is zero) voltage levels as

VDl =

3∑
i=1

biVDCi, (1)

VD7 = VD,MAX =VDC1 + VDC2 + VDC3 = 20V. (2)

The power-DAC output voltage VDl, with l = 0, ..., L, can
cover the whole dynamic range 0-20 V with high resolution
(about 3.2 V). Thanks to the high figure of merit of the power
switches [28], this supply modulator achieves 95% efficiency
for signals with hundreds of kHz bandwidths [27] while 92%
and 83% have been obtained respectively for 1.4-MHz and
10-MHz LTE signals [15]. The total efficiency ηTOT,SY S of
the ML-CO architecture can be defined as

ηTOT,SY S = ηpDAC · ηTOT,PA. (3)

Because of the high efficiency of the supply tracker (a key ad-
vantage of discrete supply modulation compared to continuous
linear tracking), the total efficiency of the system is dominated
by the PA efficiency.

A major challenge in modulated outphasing testing is the
need to generate multiple dynamic phase- and time-aligned
drive signals for the two PAs and for the supply modulator.
To this aim, we use two National Instrument Vector Signal
Transceivers (NI VST 5644R) with 80 MHz analog bandwidth,
phase-locked by the PXI-express bus. Prior to generation, any
type of digital modulation can be applied to the I/Q signals
in the two VSTs. These signals are then generated at digital
baseband and upconverted at first at 3 GHz by the VSTs.
Subsequently, the outputs from the VSTs are upconverted to
the 9.7 GHz operating frequency of the PAs. The two X-band
upconverters are realized with off-the-shelves double-balanced
diode mixers (Mini-Circuits ZX05-153MH+) followed by
image-rejection filters (K&L Microwave 4ED10-10500). Two
benchtop drivers (Mini-Circuits ZVE-3W-183+) are used to
amplify the upconverter outputs to the designed PA input
power of 25 dBm. Symmetric components have been selected
in order to minimize amplitude and phase imbalances between
the two branches. However, an unavoidable variation between
the two branches has been observed and corrected in the digital
baseband. Similarly, the ML-CO PA output is downconverted
in two-steps. The PA output is first attenuated (40 dB) and
downconverted at 3 GHz by a double-balanced mixer (Mini-
Circuits ZX05-153MH+) and low-pass filter which selects the
useful IF component at 3 GHz. The final conversion to digital
baseband is directly performed within the VST.

The external LO used for upconversion generates CW power
at 12.7 GHz and is also phase-locked to the 10 MHz reference
clock of the VSTs. The LO output is split in three ways
to feed the two upconverters and the downconverter. Two
power splitters (Mini-Circuits ZFRSC-183+) are employed
for this purpose. Simultaneously, a time-aligned digital signal
generated by the FPGA integrated in the VST controls the
supply modulator and triggers the oscilloscope acquisition of
drain voltage VD(t) and current ID(t). The setup is calibrated
at the inputs and output RF bond-pads on the GaN MMIC. A
photograph of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Photograph of the setup (oscilloscope not visible).

A. Digital Baseband

The block diagram of the digital baseband is shown in Fig.
4. The digital equivalent of the input signal SIN (t) of the
transmitter is expressed generally as

SIN = Aejφ. (4)

SIN is then decomposed by a signal component separator
into two constant-envelope signals ej(φ+θ) and ej(φ−θ) with
outphasing angle θ defined as

θ = cos−1(A). (5)

Depending on the active supply level l, amplitude modulation
can be applied to the exponentials as Kl(A)ej(φ+θ) and
Kl(A)ej(φ−θ). Complex multipliers could be used to this
purpose.

In case of fixed input power outphasing (Kl(A) = 1),
these amplitude modulated signals reduce to constant-envelope
signals and the setup generates P1 = P2 = 25 dBm of CW
power. If amplitude modulation is employed to reduce input
power for efficiency, Kl(A) is varied accordingly by means
of an input shaping function which is extracted during the PA
characterization phase. This input shaping function maps the
optimal Kl(A) amplitude for the given input power (or A) and
supply level l = 0, ..., L.

A dynamic multi-level characterization is used to determine
the ML-CO characteristics and the shaping function for the
supply modulation and the characterization sequence is shown
in Fig. 6(a).

As in Florian et al. [15], [27], a multi-level memory-less
polynomial DPD is employed between the global input, SIN ,
and output, SOUT , of the transmitter. This DPD approach is
reproduced as (6)-(8) here, where SIN (n) is the digital equiv-
alent of SIN (t) and SDPD(n) is the baseband predistorter
output, and FD is the supply shaping function. The complex
coefficients ak,l depend on the instantaneous bias voltage VDl
and on the order of the polynomial (Kl = 9). For every supply
level l = 1, . . . , L, the predistorter output can be obtained as

SDPD(n) =

Kl∑
k=1

ak,lSIN (n)|SIN (n)|k−1 (6)

ak,l = |ak,l|ej
6 ak,l = ak,l(VDl) (7)

VDl = FD(|SIN (n)|) (8)
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the digital baseband. The input signal, SIN , is predistorted (DPD) and it feeds a signal component separator which generates
two constant-envelope signals with differential phase, θ. A supply shaping function generates the l-th level controlling the power-DAC, the DPD, the phase
correction and the input shaping function. Drive modulation Kl(A) is introduced on both branches for intra-level efficiency improvement. The complex
modulated signal, SOUT , is reconstructed at the output of the Chireix combiner.

The model coefficients are determined by complex polynomial
fitting of the inverse of the measured PA characteristics at
each l bias levels, as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) along
with the DPD correction corresponding to each supply level.
Note that only the most efficient part of the outphasing
angle (−159◦ < θ < −21◦) has been considered hereafter
in the paper which corresponds to the upper part of the
efficiency loops (Fig. 5(b)) and to the left part of the POUT
vs. θ characteristics shown in Fig. 5(a). In this way, the
AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics clearly show a single
trajectory (without hysteresis) that can be fit with a memory-
less polynomial. We note that the biggest efficiency loop is
observed at VD7 = 20 V and the loops tend to disappear at
lower drain voltages. This behavior is also confirmed by CW
measurements of the same CO PA in [26]. This effect can be
explained by considering that the integrated Chireix combiner
is optimized in the PA design for VD7 = 20 V to provide
the maximum output power, and not for lower VD’s. At lower
supply voltages, the output impedance of the HEMT devices
(i.e. CDS(VDS)) is varied and the load modulation effect is
less marked as can be appreciated in Fig. 5(b) and in [26].

The supply shaping function FD is selected to maximize
efficiency for the whole output power range. The peak output
power within each supply level defines the thresholds for the
commutation between the VDl levels of the power-DAC as
shown in Fig. 5(b).

Channel equalization is verified during the calibration phase
of the bench with a power meter which showed amplitude
imbalances less than 0.1 dB after 30 minutes warm-up time.
For the phase imbalances between the two branches, the pulsed
characterization of the PA is employed to empirically extract
the L = 7 correction coefficients eφl for any supply level and
peak input power of the l-th level. Indeed, these correction
coefficients depend on both the input power (typically 25 dBm,
but can be varied with amplitude modulation) and the supply
level, which can alter both the combining phase imbalance and
the input match.

These correction coefficients φl are applied to one of the

two branches in the digital baseband. Only phase calibration
has been observed to be beneficial. In summary, the resulting
digital signals can be expressed as

S1 = Kl(A)ej(φ+θ+φl) (9)

S2 = Kl(A)ej(φ−θ). (10)

The effect of this multi-level phase correction can be observed
in Fig. 6(b) for all the different bias levels and with the phase
coefficients reported in the plot inset. With 25 dBm peak input
power, the presented setup and PA achieves an output power
dynamic range between -4 and 37 dBm. Lower output power
values can be achieved by decreasing the input power which
has been kept 25 dBm for this experiment.

The I/Q components of the signals S1 and S2 are obtained
by off-line computation in Matlab and are stored in the
memory of the VSTs. A LabVIEW software controls the setup,
the signal generation, and the acquisition of the PA output
SOUT . A custom firmware has been developed and mapped
on the FPGA of the VST 1 containing an auxiliary memory
for the real-time Power-DAC control.

B. Characterization with Fixed Input Power

A preliminary static characterization of the ML-CO PA
is reported in [26]. The ML-CO PA is first characterized
over multiple supply levels using pulses at fixed power level
(25 dBm). Phase modulation is introduced between the two
signals S1 and S2 by varying the outphasing angle θ and by
considering an input signal SIN with amplitude modulation
(Blackman window) and a pulse duration TON = 10 µs with
repetition period T = 100 µs. The measured output power,
dc power consumption, and supply voltage are shown in Fig.
6(a).

In order to extract an accurate description of the PA with the
actual working condition, a pulsed characterization technique
[29] is employed. In such technique, a pre-pulse at 20 V sets
the traps of the GaN PA to a known state and this pre-pulse
is followed by the actual measurement pulse to extract the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Characterization results of the ML-CO PA operating at 9.7 GHz and with 25 dBm input power. (a) The outphasing behavior is shown for a complete
phase sweep. (b) Total efficiency ηTOT,PA is compared to drain efficiency ηD,PA and the supply shaping function FD is also shown in the plot. (c)
AM/AM characteristics. (d) AM/PM characteristics.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Characterization results of the ML-CO PA. (a) Pulse sequence used to extract the nonlinear characteristics of the PA; a pulse duration TON = 10 µs
and a pulse repetition period T = 100 µs are selected. Note that the horizontal axis is not to scale since T >> TON . (b) Detail of the ”small signal”
performance of the ML-CO PA with 25 dBm constant input power and phase correction coefficients applied in the digital baseband.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY WITH LTE SIGNALS.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Exemplifying time-domain waveforms (a) and spectra (b) for the LTE downlink channel at 1.4 MHz and 9.3 dB PAPR. (c) Dynamic AM/AM and
AM/PM characteristics with DPD enabled.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Exemplifying time-domain waveforms (a) and spectra (b) for the LTE downlink channel at 10 MHz and 11.3 dB PAPR. (c) Dynamic AM/AM and
AM/PM characteristics with DPD enabled.

nonlinear behavior of the PA for every supply voltage levels,
as qualitatively shown in Fig. 6(a). Through this technique, the
thermal state of the PA can be adjusted by varying the duration
of the pre-pulse and of the measurement pulse [29]–[31].

The outphasing behavior is characterized based on these
pulsed measurements and is shown in Fig. 5(a). In Cappello
et al. [22], drain efficiency ηD,PA was considered and here
reported in Fig. 5(b). However, total efficiency is typically
quoted in the outphasing literature whose definition is here
reported

ηTOT,PA =
POUT

PDC + P1 + P2
. (11)

When the input power is taken into account, a significant
reduction in the efficiency is noticeable (see Fig. 5(b)). The
efficiency trajectories are employed to generate the supply
shaping function which is highlighted on Fig. 5(b).

In the next section, a continuous amplitude-modulation of
the PA inputs (easily implemented with the proposed setup)
will be used to enhance backoff efficiency.

C. Experimental Results

With the testbench and DPD fully characterized as described
above, this setup is demonstrated at first using LTE signals.
Figs. 7(a) and 8(a) show the time-domain signal decomposition
with envelope tracking. The outphasing signals (not shown)
are used to compensate for the discrete steps of the supply
voltage, VDl, to obtain a continuous output signal, POUT. The
dc power consumption, PDC , is reduced by multi-level supply
modulation. The non-perfect cancellation of the discontinuities
between the supply voltage and the predistorted input produces
glitches in the output power (see Fig. 7(c)) and consequent
spectral regrowth (see Figs. 7(b) and 8(b)).

As indicated in the summary in Table I, the dc power
consumption is halved with multi-level envelope tracking,
compared to a fixed supply level, for both 1.4 MHz and 10
MHz LTE signals. In this table, ηD,PA is the drain efficiency
of the outphasing PA, ηpDAC is the efficiency of the power-
DAC supply modulator, and ηTOT,SY S is the total efficiency
of the system, ηTOT,PA × ηpDAC . There is a clear efficiency
benefit to ML-CO compared to outphasing only (fixed supply).
Although the multi-level supply modulation causes nonlinear-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. ML-CO PA control strategies overview. (a) Conventional CO driving technique with fixed input power and supply level. Drive modulation (b) or
supply modulation (c) is introduced to enhance back-off efficiency. (d) Both supply and drive modulation are introduced to increase back-off efficiency; the
maximum efficiency trajectory is highlighted on the plot.

ities, as seen in the spectrum plots in Figs. 7(b) and 8(b), DPD
is able to restore the linearity of the system as also visible in
the AM/AM and AM/PM plots of the linearized system (see
Figs. 7(c) and 8(c)).

The presented DPD is not optimized for these wideband
communication signals since the PA has been characterized
with Gaussian-like pulses of Fig. 6(a) [31]. Further linearity
enhancements can be obtained by employing a feedback loop
for the adaptation of the coefficients and a DPD with memory.

III. ML-CO PA CONTROL STRATEGIES

As shown in Table I, when a fixed input power (i.e. 25
dBm or 0.63 W) is used, the total efficiency is significantly
decreased compared to the drain efficiency. In this section,
we consider the use of alternate control strategies including
input amplitude modulation, and compare the relative benefits
in terms of efficiency improvement, system complexity, and
linearity. The experimental setup allows for straightforward
implementation of different driving techniques.

A. Fixed Input Power / Fixed Supply
The conventional method of driving a CO PA is with

fixed-amplitude, phase-modulated signals, as schematically
depicted in Fig. 9(a). A fixed input power is employed on
both branches and the PA is biased at 20 V. Computation of
phase modulation only is required on the transmitter side and
the system complexity is therefore minimized. Linearity is at
the best performance with this transmitter architecture and PA,
while efficiency for high-PAPR signals can be improved with
the following driving techniques.

B. Stepped Input Power / Fixed Supply
One method to enhance backoff efficiency is to reduce

the input power at high outphasing angles. This mixed-mode

operation [23] has the additional benefit of improving gain
at low power levels and extending the dynamic range. To
this aim, a characterization at discrete steps, in which a full
outphasing angle sweep is performed, provides the efficiency
trajectory shown in Fig. 9(b). The input power is varied of 0.5
dB at discrete steps between 22 and 25 dBm (3 dBm variation).
Based on this characterization, one could select a continuous
input signal modulation trajectory to maximize total efficiency,
as qualitatively shown by the plot contour. The efficiency
benefits of this driving technique trade off with increased
complexity, as this approach requires a transmitter architecture
with both amplitude and phase modulation capabilities.

C. Fixed Input Power / Supply Modulation

An alternative approach to improve backoff efficiency, is to
employ a fixed input power with discrete supply modulation
(e.g. power-DAC). This technique is shown qualitatively in
Fig. 9(c) and is the method demonstrated in [22]. Fig. 6(a)
shows the characterization sequence with such driving tech-
nique. Because the supply is dynamically varied (and hence
the trap state of the PAs), a pre-pulse is introduced to pre-
condition the PA state. The following pulse is used to extract
the nonlinear characteristics of the PA for each supply level.
The efficiency trajectory and supply shaping table are reported
in Figs. 5(a) through 5(d).

D. Stepped Input Power / Supply Modulation

By comparing the efficiency trajectories of the highest
supply level (20 V) in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c), it is clear
that input amplitude modulation provides improved efficiency
compared to supply modulation alone. This observation can
be extended to the remaining levels by varying the input
amplitude in combination with the discrete supply steps.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 10. Significant waveforms for continuous input modulation. (a) By using a stepped pulsed characterization it is possible to extract the POUT vs. (P1 or P2)
locus for the maximum efficiency (max[ηTOT,PA]) of Fig. 9(d). (b) Normalized S1 and S2 input envelopes for the maximum efficiency (max[ηTOT,PA])
of Fig. 9(d). (c) Exponential functions at different γ’s used to fit the input envelopes. (d) Superposition of the efficiency with continuous input modulation
and with stepped input modulation. (e) AM/AM characteristics. (f) AM/PM characteristics.

To this purpose, a characterization sequence like the one
shown in Fig. 6(a) is employed, but instead of using a fixed
input power at 25 dBm, the same sequence is performed with a
measurement pulse with discretized amplitude steps (between
22 and 25 dBm). In this way, multiple efficiency characteristics
are obtained and superposed in the plots of Fig. 9(d). We note
that although discrete steps of input power are used for this
characterization, in practice one would continuously modulate
the input drive, as will be described in the next section.
The maximum efficiency curve is indicated in Fig. 9(d). this
approach achieves the highest performance in terms of total
efficiency, while system complexity increases and linearity is
deteriorated.

E. Continuous Input Modulation / Supply Modulation

If the control strategy with simultaneous input and supply
modulation is selected, it is necessary to drive the PA with a
continuous signal in order to be able to restore linearity by
means of DPD.

The input and output power trajectories that maximizes
efficiency are shown in Fig. 10(a) for every given supply level.
It is worth observing that for low supply voltages the gain
is very low, therefore a fixed input power at the minimum
(i.e. P1 = P2 = 22 dBm) can be selected. At higher supply
voltages, the gain is increased and the input power can be
shaped with the trajectory shown in the plot. The input and
output power trajectories of Fig. 10(a) can be conveniently
mapped in terms of normalized envelopes, (|S1| or |S2|) vs.

|SIN | = A, as shown in Fig. 10(b). These experimental values
can be fitted by means of an exponential function as

K(A) = α+ βeγA. (12)

The shape of this function is reported in Fig. 10(c) for some
significant γ values. The γ parameter is used to arbitrary set
the growth rate of the exponential function. The α and β
parameters are employed to limit the K(A) variation within a
minimum, KMIN , and a maximum, 1. Therefore, by imposing
to (12) the conditions on the minimum (A = 0) and on the
maximum (A = 1) input amplitude{

K(0) = KMIN

K(1) = 1
→
{
α = 1−KMINeγ

1−eγ
β = KMIN−1

1−eγ ,
(13)

the coefficients α and β can be obtained. The γ values can
be extracted by fitting the experimental data of Fig. 10(b).
However, with the considered MMIC PA it was not possible
to decrease the input power more than 3 dBm due to stability
issues in the PA, thus the minimum amplitude results in
KMIN = 1/

√
2. This should not be considered as a limitation

of the approach since (12) and (13) could be extended to any
input power levels with different KMIN ’s (e.g. KMIN = 0).

The characterization results using continuous input and
supply modulation are reported in Fig. 10(d) through Fig.
10(f). The γ parameters have been individually optimized to
fit the input power trajectory for maximum efficiency and their
values are reported in the inset of Fig. 10(b).

Continuous input modulation is able to maximize the total
efficiency that has been previously extracted with stepped input
powers (see Fig. 9(d)). Total efficiency improves between 9
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and 27 percentage points over the whole output power range of
the PA. AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics present a remark-
ably nonlinear behavior compared to the ones extracted with
fixed input power (see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)) which is however
compensated with DPD while keeping high efficiency.

F. Special Cases

Two special cases of the proposed exponential function in
(12) are worth further note. By substituting (13) in (12), the
complete expression of the exponential shaping function can
be obtained as

K(A) =
1−KMINe

γ

1− eγ
+
KMIN − 1

1− eγ
eγA. (14)

If γ tends to −∞ the exponential function tends to 1

lim
γ→−∞

K(A) = 1. (15)

This condition corresponds to the driving strategy of Sec. III-A
or III-C with the associated efficiency trajectories.

On the other hand, if γ tends to 0+, the exponential shaping
function degenerates to a linear amplitude shaping between
KMIN and 1 with slope (1−KMIN ),

lim
γ→0+

K(A) = KMIN + (1−KMIN )A. (16)

This case can be significant given the reduced computational
resources to implement it (i.e. a Multiply-Accumulate digital
block). However, we note that this case will not result in
maximum efficiency.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the presented ML-CO
transmitter capability of efficiently amplify amplitude- and
frequency-modulated signals for radar applications. Most
radars use rectangular pulses with the transmitter PA operated
in strong saturation to maximize output power and efficiency.
Since the range resolution depends on the bandwidth of the
transmitted signal, a short pulse of duration T increases the
range resolution at the expense of ranging capability [32].

Pulse compression techniques aim to overcome this trade-
off by introducing frequency (i.e. chirping) or phase mod-
ulation (e.g. BPSK, Barker codes) inside the rectangular
pulse [32]. However, this mode of operation with rectangular
envelope pulses results in poor spectral characteristics, due
to the fast rise- and fall-time of the rectangular pulse. Sinc-
like properties of the rectangular pulse produce a wide-spread
spectrum that could leak into neighboring bands and cause
interference with other users or violate regulated spectral
masks [27], [32]–[39]. High time sidelobes (-13.2 dB) are
also present at the output of the matched filter in the receiver,
which can lead to false target triggering. By shaping the pulse
envelope before transmitting, it is possible to limit the spectral
occupation at the source and obtain low sidelobes at the output
of the matched filter in the receiver [27], [32]–[39].

Gaussian-like amplitude modulated pulses can reduce the
time sidelobes and spectral leakage. However, amplitude
modulation of the RF pulse envelope highly increases the
dissipation in the PA [27], [38], [39], unless the PA supply is

modulated to track an highly efficient operative regime [27],
[38], [39]. To this aim, we consider test signals, SIN , with
a pulse duration of 10 µs and 100 µs of repetition period
(as the characterization sequence depicted in Fig. 6(a)). The
pulse amplitude has been shaped with five different window-
ing functions typically employed in pulse-compressed radar
transmitters [32], [36], [39]: rectangular, Tukey, Hanning,
triangular, and Blackman. A linear frequency modulation at
0 (no frequency chirp), 10 and 20 MHz has been applied to
the pulse to increase the bandwidth (i.e. radar range resolution)
while keeping the same pulse shape and duration [32], [39].
This frequency chirp has been implemented by I/Q modulation
as can be appreciated in Figs. 11(a) and 12(a).

The ML-CO PA is characterized with the techniques pre-
sented in Section III and DPD is extracted accordingly. Two
control strategies are compared:

1) Fixed Input Power / Fixed Supply: this is the conven-
tional method of driving a radar PA in which the PA
power supply is turned on and off during the pulse
duration [27], [38]. This operating mode corresponds to
the one discussed in Sec. III-A where a fixed input power
at 25 dBm is used and phase modulation is employed
to generate amplitude modulated signals.

2) Continuous input modulation/supply modulation: this
control strategy employs both continuous input and
supply modulation to enhance back-off efficiency of
amplitude modulated signals (Sec. III-E).

Time-domain waveforms for a typical radar pulse with
rectangular envelope and frequency chirp are provided in
Fig. 11. In this case, operating modes 1) and 2) produce
the same results because the PA is operated for a maximum
power generation within the pulse. Two constant-envelope
(K(A) = 1) outphased input signals, S1(t) and S2(2), are
generated at digital baseband and unconverted at 9.7 GHz by
the bench into the PA input signals, P1(t) and P2(t). The
measured supply voltage, dc power and output voltage are
shown in the figure. Note that the dc power and thus efficiency
is the same for all the considered chirp frequencies since the
output power is the same. The spectrum of the RF output
power for the three chirping frequencies is shown in Fig. 13(a).
The spectrum of this window function is almost identical to
the ideal case, as well as the matched filter output (see Fig.
14(a)).

Fig. 12 shows the waveforms for an RF pulse with triangular
amplitude modulation and frequency chirp. In this case, the
ML-CO PA efficiency is enhanced by constantly adapting the
supply voltage at the drain and by continuously varying the
input signal of the two PAs as discussed in Sec. III-E. The
outphasing angle (2θ) is used to perform a fine shaping of the
amplitude at the output of the PA in order to produce linear
amplification (VOUT ) of the input signal SIN . DPD is able to
restore linearity of the system. Output spectra for three chirp
frequencies 0 (no chirp), 10 and 20 MHz are shown in Fig.
13(b) and the matched filter output is shown in Fig. 14(b).

A comparative overview of the control strategies 1) and 2)
is reported in Table II with a selection of typical amplitude
tapers for radar transmitters. The rectangular pulse reaches the
highest efficiency with 59.2% and the widest bandwidth of
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Exemplifying envelopes for a rectangular RF pulse for radar applications. (a) Input signal SIN with rectangular envelope and 5-MHz linear frequency
chirp. (b) PA input signals and normalized outphasing angle. (c) PA supplies and output signal.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12. Exemplifying envelopes for a triangular RF pulse for radar applications. (a) Input signal SIN with triangular envelope and 5-MHz linear frequency
chirp. (b) PA input signals and normalized outphasing angle. (c) PA supplies and output signal.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13. Output spectra of the PA with the DPD enabled with three weighting windows. (a) Rectangular. (b) Triangular. (c) Blackman.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 14. Matched filter output in a pulse-compressed radar receiver with linear frequency modulation. (a) Rectangular. (b) Triangular. (c) Blackman.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY WITH DIFFERENT CONTROL STRATEGIES AND PULSE WAVEFORMS FOR RADAR APPLICATIONS.

19.4 MHz, but this comes with very high 1st sidelobe level (-
13.2 dB) at the output of the matched filter and a slow roll-off
in the spectrum decay. By tapering the pulse envelope with
a weighting window, it is possible to reduce the temporal
sidelobes up to -42.4 dB, with the Blackman window (see
Figs. 13(c) and 14(c)), and reduce the spectral occupation
significantly compared to the rectangular chirped pulse. The
efficiency improvement with supply modulation with respect
to a pulsed rectangular supply is up to 11.8 percentage points.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presents for the first time the application of multi-
level (ML) supply modulation of a Chireix outphasing (CO)
power amplifier (PA) driven with a novel control strategy based
on continuous input modulation. In the ML-CO technique, the
advantages of envelope tracking and outphasing architectures
are combined in order to provide efficient and linear amplifi-
cation of high PAPR signals. Envelope tracking is limited to
discrete levels and outphasing is employed for fine amplitude
control.

Beyond the results of the related conference paper, this work
presents a detailed investigation of ML-CO control strategies
including combination of discrete supply modulation, stepped
input power and continuous input modulation. Similarly to the
supply shaping function in envelope tracking, an input ampli-
tude shaping is introduced to maximize intra-level efficiency
in the ML-CO PA.

The linearized ML-CO PA is demonstrated with fixed input
power for a 9.3-dB PAPR, 1.4-MHz LTE signal and with
a 11.3-dB PAPR, 10-MHz LTE signal both centered at 9.7
GHz. For both signals, the average total power consumption
is reduced by a factor of two when supply modulation is used.

Pulsed characterization is also used to identify an optimal
efficiency trajectory which can be tracked by varying continu-
ously the input power in the ML-CO PA. A simple exponential
function has been identified and capable to track this optimal
efficiency trajectory. By using continuous input modulation
and supply modulation jointly, the total efficiency of the ML-
CO improves between 9 and 27 percentage points over the all
output power range of the PA.

The overall control strategy has been demonstrated with ad-
vanced radar waveforms with amplitude shaping and frequency
modulation. The presented ML-CO PA is capable to efficiently
generate (59.2%) a rectangular pulse with up to 19.4 MHz
bandwidth and -13.2 dB first time-sidelobe. Lower temporal
sidelobes (up to -42.4 dB) can be achieved with gaussian-like
amplitude tapers (i.e. Hanning and Blackman) while efficiency
is improved up to 11.8 percentage points compared to the fixed
input/fixed supply case.
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